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THIERRY MUGLER - This visionary designer creates exceptional fragrances 
ANGEL MUSE & ANGEL ETOILE DES REVES
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USPA NEWS - THIERRY MUGLER, as a visionary designer, creates exceptional fragrances and uses the finest natural and
innovative materials, which are often extremely rare. ANGEL Muse (Eau de Parfum) is tantalizing, delicious and supremely feminine.
ANGEL Etoile des Reves (Eau de Parfum for the Night) is an...

Thierry MUGLER, as a visionary designer, creates exceptional fragrances and uses the finest natural and innovative materials, which
are often extremely rare. ANGEL Muse (Eau de Parfum) is tantalizing, delicious and supremely feminine. ANGEL Etoile des Reves
(Eau de Parfum for the Night) is an intimate, intense version of ANGEL with an intoxicating fragrance that lasts... all night long.

Thierry MUGLER is a French fashion designer and creator of several perfumes. His clothes are identified by their style and their
structure. Mugler, over the next two decades created a style that was very much of its time. Thierry MUGLER´s first perfume appeared
in 1992 and was called ANGEL. In 2005, ALIEN was created, the second major Thierry MUGLER fragrance. Followed the fragrance
WOMANITY, released by the house of MUGLER. MUGLER's newest fragrance is ANGEL MUSE.

ANGEL MUSE

The original ANGEL Bottle symbolizes a sculpted femininity; a blue Star in the ANGEL galaxy, topped with a silver crown. ANGEL
Muse personifies a new MUGLER facet, made of tantalizing sweetness. A delicate pink stone encased in soft curves, outlined in bold
metal... A crystal heart subtly stamped with the iconic ANGEL Star... Like ANGEL in its time, ANGEL Muse is disrupting the Gourmand
territory; it is a vibrant blend, where sweetness meets a sensual mystery... An explosive hazelnut cream and vetiver.

ANGEL ETOILE DES REVES (Eau de Parfum for the Night)

Fragrance notes : bergamot, praline, vanilla, patchouli, musk

Christophe DE LATAILLADE is the Creative Director for MUGLER Fragrance
Quentin BISCH is Creator/Perfumer of ANGEL Muse

Source : MUGLER Fragrance - ANGEL Muse and ANGEL Etoile des Rêves
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